
5/28/8Q 

Dear john, 

our airmail latter of the 25th, which should have been here two 
days ago, arrived this a.m. I'Ve read it hastily, will make a few comments on 
what I recall, and will taan go over it again. I'll also sand cosies to Paul, 
Gary and Dick for any interest each may have or comment he may want to make. 

It is my recollection the Arcnives made duplicate negatives from 

the pictures Tom Molemeorth took for us 5/16/ This, iu any event, was the 
arrangement campromised upon. I'll return to "arreggements". So, you can get 
identical pictures from them. I ur4e you to es:: for preciaely those, weather 
or not you went them to take pictuYes for yeu$, and that you then mepare the 
quality of these pictures with the prints Tom made. If Dick doesnot have a 
set for you, which it is my recollection he does, you can have mine. My point 
here is to illustrate for the court the inadequacy of pictures as supplied by 
the government weer' wuat the law and courts term "bast evidence" is available. 
I think a demonstration of needlessly poor photography is important to your x 
case. For this purpose I point out Exhibit 150, Which I reproduce in the 
beck of WHITEWASH, an an example of the photography on clothing, or the mean-
ingless pictures of the President 8 germente as published end put into evidence 

when compared with the one Liebeler tailed to Epstein's ettentien or gave him 
(which even then needed art work to be comprehensiblel. Compare the Ceereld Shirt 
150 with to, picture of the same shirt from a aewaphoto in PROTOGRIPHIC ,leiefeNASH, 
where the photogrephy was not the FBI's (and I think this amparison important 
because the fBI took the official photographs end this proves they had the 

purpose of hiding the iaformation you/we seek or are so incompetent their pictures 
cannot be used/depended upon. 

Paul's letter; there is no sec et. He got it from the government. I 
referred you to him because my copy machine is aboet pooped out and he can give 
you a clearer one and more important, he can tell you where he got it ao you 
can duplicate it from the same official source. 

Dick's letter/mine: I do not recall whether he or I made a point of 
Frazier not finding microscopic markings (didn't notice, I think he put it) on 

the shell heads. I think this is important and Dick is tracing it when he can 

through standard sources. 

Ejection: While we could get the cent with my rifle, it was what 

experts anticipated. I had arranged with the friendly local chief of police 

for use of the range. The rengemester told me he would intabuce 7e to reel 

experts, end he di. One eet there while we were there. As soon as he sew 

r whet we were into fted in learning, he proceeded to demonstrate how it came 

to pass. Aside from the defect in Dick's weapon, where we had tried it we did 

dry rune where the ejection was apparently less violent that in actual firing. 

I have taken but have not yet processed B mm movies of this (with my duplicate 

of the Zepruder camera). If you do take pictures, K'd appreciate being eble to 

yee stills at some later date, when I get to AGENT OSWALD and the fremine, again, 

for youri e will undoubtedly be better thsn mine, which will take but little 

enlarging from Bram. 



Affidavit: 	draft that after  I finish this letter so my wife can type it decently when she gets hoer from work. Tomorrow horning I'll get it notarized and T71 1 1 mail, not Much r fter 9 e.m. L.:owever, I think the effi-de.vit you have in mind is much les than I can swear to that is relevant to your suit, ehich is but one of the reasons I sugg'eted we sue jointly. I will come to them end you can take them up with your lawyer. I think if it u have a hearing you way rent me as a witness. I em, of course, ready and willing, and I regret to say if you do I do not have the dough for my actual expenses. I'll do all I can in writing, though. I can testify to the regular violation of their own regulations, all in the same direction, by the government; of their refusal to even permit me to go through the proper chein of appeal, as with the freedom ef information law, will not tell is how to or supply the necessary earers, an this is in eriteng, including with the Department of Justice; how they have reclassified what I tilers asked for once it wes declassified; how they have repeatedly withheld from me what they subsequently gave to others on That amounts to a basis of erelusivity, which is in clear violation of the reaule-tione (end I collect get any meaningful explanation, having asked again xirtr yesterday, after more than a year  of getting no exelenetion, etc. Even on the picture-tarring two weeks ago, they tried to institute seeciel regulations against us. They ears not going to let us take our eon pictures. Noe I knew thpy had let CTS use their own cameras, and I persisted, so they let Tam „et the picture set up and their photographer did nothing but use the cable release. They also were not Bring to let us use own own photographer, insisting they had to do all of it. I a eked for citation of the regelation which, of course, does not exist. So, if your lawyer wants these other things, I eugeest that from west I send you, including the affidavit, he prepare whet he 'rents and send it to ee for notarizing. 

I knew Paul 's father is a doctor, but I dien't know what kind of his mother's special competence. 

In the taste we made, I have all the empty casings. Dice merged them end they ore as he left them. I hove not touched them. I also have (poor) pictures, but I think you'll here no need for these. Yoe are welcome. I've not tried to enlarge. They are on 1 27 film. 

I send the begin analysis herewith. I have not reed it so you will have to work your way through the passion, typos'', polemics, etc. I had planned to be able to use parts in my own writing. It is the only copy I have, ac please register it when you return it. Well, not, you won' c have to becauee there will then be copies. hen you do, I'd appreciate a Xerox so I can lend it to otters eho :nee,  want to relic it and so that ultimately, I can use parts without destroying the original. I think I have covered mucb of it in tne to I sent. However, there are things in it from my unprinted end unpublished work, in the event they are essential, in your lawyer's opinion. You areerently did not get my first letter on this, because I told you in early April that I he d done this end eased your deadline. It tsul or Gery went copies, fine. Or Dice. 

The cited law 17 years old is in their Immoral:Mum. They cite it, I refer to their claimed authority. Id it the one on Presidential papers? Their memo will give you the date. The same is true of the -douse (-:oneeittee Report. It is in their memo. If you want the complete thing, I do not have it. Your 
Congressman or 6)enstor can supply. 

The apectrogrpehic analysis was used by the Warren 'remission in 
irazier's testimony. I cite the place in WHITENeSEL. Although the eevernment 
was careful to keep this analysis out of the record, it is indespensible to their 
conclusions, and their deliberate misrepresentations of Frezier's testimony at 



this point is the only basis for the essential interpretation of the 
identical source of the bullet and the various fragments. You may lent to 
reread WHITEVASH beginein- on 1,^ge 160. There I find the Frazier citation 
5867-74. It is my recollection Frazier testified only abet th bullet end 
tragmente were of lead, not a bit more, which is meenieeless. ne nee 
not even asked the essential questions, another argument for y. ur having the 
epeotro, one of the meson:, I have been demoniding it for three years OWW164). 
That the spectre is pert oe the FBI's tenement record as bseketoppin_ of the 
Warren %eon is my interpretation of what you will find on 5E6e. Sohn, I'm 
haste on thie eeceuce I've beer, del-yed in rnturnine to Ty (en :writing and I'm 
preened for time. If you went no tc trace this ell out for you, I'll take the 
time, but I think it ie better also for you one your lawyer to extract your 
own underateedine, because you' II be handling it. I cen, as c witness, rive 
eou chapter end verse or the euppreenion, including my efforts at the Archives, 
'ohneon a efforts on my behalf the very day the tronefer of the eeidenee was 
known, etc. I vent to see Dahmer on this and the pictures arc X-rays (undoultedly 
mine wee the first recuest end the first rejection ted-et-em-tmettceted) the 
mening et the day it was in the morning Tepees. 

In talking of the leeeing I had a number of stories in mind, not 
just one, and no giggle one on the spectrographic ecelysis. For exempla, in 
leaking the FBI report, CD 1. low I'd prefer that you not use Ibis because I 
have already written teet part of one of my books end it is a) mething everyone 
seems to have missed. It is in the executive sessions. eateenbech told the 
Commission it wee inconceiveable that, despite their strong denials, anyone 
but the FBI (meaning with Aooveree order or assent) could bee leaked this. 
IC was then assistant ettoraey general, right neat to hobby. Any statement that 
Oswald did all the shooting, and many were leaked by the FBI end, without 
doubt, Rankin, necessarily depends upon the spectrographic analysis. Any state-
ment that Oswald is responsible for the injury to Connally entirely depends 
upon this, for no fragment from him was traced or could have been from rifling. 
Any statement Chet the fatal injury came from this eine can depend on nothing 
else, unless the government wants to argue that instece of using what I celled 
the "eeniseweenie-mineyeeee" evidence they used nothing more then conjecture. 
They had completed thee /analysis before any of these leaks were made. They 
leaked the first report (as distinguished from the supplementary report of 1/13, 
before it reached tee Commis ion. There was no possible source outside the FBI 
or D.T. from which it could have come. But, if you really require this, I'll 
oopy the pages of the executive sessions that are pertinent and send them. If 
you have it, I'll cite them. Or, I'll also land you the writing 1  her ohne on it. 
Among the other thinge eo leaked were 01:meld's "diary", some of the lettersote. 
I think Paul would be a better source on leeks, for I cannot find some of the 
clipeings, that pert of may original filee not being reorganized into useful 
condition. Another case is in PHOTOGRAPHIC eleiTeeeSE, involving the phoney 
investigation Ford asked be mode of Ford as the source of the leak. Because the 
leeks never ended and the official information was not public, the only possible 
'puree was tee federal government. Another case is the misrepresented autopsy 
findings Obehington Pout and NY Times, as you may recall from POST eiegTeM). 
Still another it to the elleneScott Column of eovegeer 20, lee?, fts it eppeiree 
in the Shreveport "Times" (I happened to have referred to the illegible copy 
have yesterday -this was on a declassification of some of the doeamehts). OseildeS 
alleged purchase of the rifle is, I believe, mother/ 

Tom e;oleevorth, the photographer, is out of town until next week. I'll 
ask him for the affidavit them. Wive Berlin wee with the Nee York "?oat", and I 
eegnme, but do not kmow, he is still there. I took him to the Archives, before 

Chrtlemas 1966. 



Draft affidavit sent Dick: t -' Friday, Friday, mly 16, et about 2 p.m., 
not the 15th. 	 • 

Paul ',PR bpAn uncb1G to pet one 7,articulr espy 	thc. Corliss 
Lormont pmmrhlet Cs7rld wee civing out (there wars ii_eay copies) because the 
Adel)srtolant of Justica held that particuler one was punt of a continuing 
investigation, if this is ct value to you. I boliev6 it is 	entirely 
dift'arest reasoh fcr which t,Icy withhali this one. 14 recollection is tact 
the 2co7et Earvica thin t even bo'ge it. 0 

This i- in too much haste e,  I epn get to other things. I'll also 
include a cerbon of the draft of the 10:11vavit so you'll know whet tc ex met. 

rincerely, 

Harold ",binbarg 


